Transient violations of the second law of thermodynamics in protein unfolding examined using synthetic atomic force microscopy and the fluctuation theorem.
The synthetic atomic force microscopy (AFM) method is developed to simulate a periodically replicated atomistic system subject to force and length fluctuations characteristic of an AFM experiment. This new method is used to examine the forced-extension and subsequent rupture of the alpha-helical linker connecting periodic images of a spectrin protein repeat unit. A two-dimensional potential of mean force (PMF) along the length and a reaction coordinate describing the state of the linker was calculated. This PMF reveals that the basic material properties of the spectrin repeat unit are sensitive to the state of linker, an important feature that cannot be accounted for in a one-dimensional PMF. Furthermore, nonequilibrium simulations were generated to examine the rupture event in the context of the fluctuation theorem. These atomistic simulations demonstrate that trajectories which are in apparent violation of the second law can overcome unfolding barriers at significantly reduced rupture forces.